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An Open Buffalo Report 
By Jacob Barnes, Cornell IRL High Road Fellow 
Prepared by the Partnership for the Public Good 
Open Buffalo is a civic initiative funded by the Open Society Foundations 
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Correlation of Poverty to Test Outcomes in Buffalo, 






This graph compares the Buffalo Business First rankings1 of each public school in Buffalo, Amherst, and 
Cheektowaga with the percentage of students who qualify for free or reduced price lunch. As seen in the 
regression line, there is a clear relationship between school rank and poverty. The R2 value for the regression is 
73.9%, suggesting that almost three fourths of the variation in rank is accounted for by the regression and can be 





1 Business First’s rankings are based on 2009-2012 data on test scores and graduation rates from the New York State Education Dept. 
High schools are ranked based on graduation rates and Regents exam scores in ten subjects.  Middle and elementary schools are ranked 
based on state English and math test results for seventh and eighth graders.  For a full explanation, see   
www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/feature/schools/2013-wnyschools/2013/06/how-business-first-does-the-school.html.  All data other than 
Business First rankings is drawn from New York State Department of Education 2011-2012 Report Cards for schools and districts, 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AA (74%) Free: 0% 
HS/L (15%) Reduced: 0% 
White (8%)  






























AA (84%) Free: 82% 
HS/L (8%) Reduced: 4% 
White (5%)  































AA (69%) Free: 65% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 6% 
White (23%)  






























AA (9%) Free: 80% 
HS/L (65%) Reduced: 5% 
White (23%)  
































AA (65%) Free: 59% 
HS/L (13%) Reduced: 9% 
White (19%)  
























AA (57%) Free: 87% 
HS/L (7%) Reduced: 2% 
White (12%)  
Other (24%)  
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AA (93%) Free: 92% 
HS/L (2%) Reduced: 5% 
White (2%)  































AA (78%) Free: 69% 
HS/L (7%) Reduced: 2% 
White (7%)  


























AA (46%) Free: 85% 
HS/L (19%) Reduced: 7% 
White (24%)  























AA (21%) Free: 18% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 9% 
White (66%)  






























AA (92%) Free: 87% 
HS/L (3%) Reduced: 2% 
White (3%)  































AA (19%) Free: 79% 
HS/L (67%) Reduced: 4% 
White (7%)  






























AA (6%) Free: 29% 
HS/L (9%) Reduced: 9% 
White (82%)  

































AA (31%) Free: 79% 
HS/L (31%) Reduced: 1% 
White (8%)  



































AA (69%) Free: 90% 
HS/L (8%) Reduced: 4% 
White (15%)  































AA (78%) Free: 77% 
HS/L (5%) Reduced: 8% 
White (13%)  































AA (92%) Free: 77% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 6% 
White (3%)  































AA (93%) Free: 86% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 4% 
White (2%)  






























AA (88%) Free: 74% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 2% 
White (2%)  































AA (60%) Free: 65% 
HS/L (16%) Reduced: 8% 
White (20%)  































AA (17%) Free: 83% 
HS/L (69%) Reduced: 2% 
White (5%)  
Other (9%)  
  



















AA (36%) Free: 92% 
HS/L (53%) Reduced: 5% 
White (1%)  
Other (10%)  
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AA (56%) Free: 46% 
HS/L (9%) Reduced: 9% 
White (28%)  































AA (22%) Free: 26% 
HS/L (16%) Reduced: 6% 
White (56%)  































AA (50%) Free: 89% 
HS/L (19%) Reduced: 6% 
White (25%)  































AA (84%) Free: 88% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 3% 
White (7%)  































AA (88%) Free: 90% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 2% 
White (5%)  































AA (10%) Free: 79% 
HS/L (83%) Reduced: 2% 
White (5%)  






























AA (92%) Free: 84% 
HS/L (3%) Reduced: 6% 
White (3%)  































White (41%)  
Other (8%)  
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AA (53%) Free: 82% 
HS/L (22%) Reduced: 5% 
White (7%)  






























AA (34%) Free: 90% 
HS/L (8%) Reduced: 2% 
White (17%)  






























AA (32%) Free: 67% 
HS/L (28%) Reduced: 1% 
White (9%)  































AA (38%) Free: 50% 
HS/L (19%) Reduced: 5% 
White (40%)  































AA (23%) Free: 70% 
HS/L (10%) 
Reduced:11% 
White (62%)  































AA (24%) Free: 75% 
HS/L (9%) Reduced: 7% 
White (61%)  
































AA (81%) Free: 72% 
HS/L (7%) Reduced: 4% 
White (8%)  




















AA (60%) Free: 71% 































AA (83%) Free: 78% 
HS/L (5%) Reduced: 9% 
White (12%)  































AA (36%) Free: 94% 
HS/L (18%) Reduced: 2% 
White (8%)  



























AA (91%) Free: 93% 
HS/L (2%) Reduced: 5% 
White (6%)  






























AA (72%) Free: 86% 
HS/L (15%) Reduced: 3% 
White (7%)  































AA (22%) Free: 73% 
HS/L (10%) Reduced: 9% 
White (62%)  































AA (85%) Free: 92% 
HS/L (7%) Reduced: 4% 
White (4%)  



























AA (67%) Free: 53% 
HS/L (9%) Reduced: 6% 
White (22%)  

























AA (84%) Free: 23% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 2% 
White (9%)  
Other (1%)  
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AA (94%) Free: 96% 
HS/L (2%) Reduced: 2% 
White (2%)  































AA (24%) Free: 76% 
HS/L (26%) Reduced: 7% 
White (37%)  































AA (77%) Free: 75% 
HS/L (5%) Reduced: 6% 
White (15%)  































AA (32%) Free: 79% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 6% 
White (55%)  































AA (91%) Free: 79% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 3% 
White (3%)  


























AA (27%) Free: 90% 
HS/L (59%) Reduced: 5% 
White (9%)  






























AA (41%) Free: 64% 
HS/L (14%) 
Reduced:13% 
White (36%)  
Other (9%)  





















AA (85%) Free: 91% 































AA (32%) Free: 43% 
HS/L (14%) Reduced: 0% 
White (51%)  































AA (45%) Free: 73% 
HS/L (21%) Reduced: 1% 
White (13%)  





































AA (23%) Free: 57% 
HS/L (18%) Reduced: 6% 
White (55%)  































AA (20%) Free: 77% 
HS/L (13%) Reduced: 9% 
White (60%)  































AA (78%) Free: 92% 
HS/L (5%) Reduced: 4% 
White (6%)  






























AA (50%) Free: 90% 
HS/L (19%) Reduced: 6% 
White (13%)  































AA (40%) Free: 92% 
HS/L (24%) Reduced: 3% 
White (17%)  
Other (19%)  
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AA (16%) Free: 17% 
HS/L (2%) Reduced: 8% 
White (79%)  































AA (16%) Free: 21% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 9% 
White (73%)  































AA (6%) Free: 9% 
HS/L (2%) Reduced: 5% 
White (85%)  































AA (24%) Free: 36% 
HS/L (2%) 
Reduced:10% 
White (60%)  
































AA (29%) Free: 37% 
HS/L (3%) 
Reduced:13% 
White (62%)  








































AA (33%) Free: 42% 
HS/L (3%) 
Reduced:13% 
White (57%)  























AA (52%) Free: 57% 
HS/L (2%) Reduced: 7% 
White (44%)  
Other (2%)  
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AA (32%) Free: 50% 
HS/L (5%) 
Reduced:14% 
White (51%)  

































AA (8%) Free: 20% 
HS/L (2%) 
Reduced:10% 
White (87%)  

































AA (6%) Free: 35% 
HS/L (3%) 
Reduced:14% 
White (85%)  







































AA (8%) Free: 28% 
HS/L (2%) 
Reduced:13% 
White (85%)  






























AA (9%) Free: 34% 
HS/L (3%) 
Reduced:11% 
White (81%)  


































AA (4%) Free: 38% 
HS/L (1%) 
Reduced:16% 
White (93%)  

































AA (4%) Free: 31% 
HS/L (1%) 
Reduced:18% 
White (93%)  
Other (2%)  
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AA (6%) Free: 40% 
HS/L (2%) 
Reduced:12% 
White (89%)  








































AA (2%) Free: 39% 
HS/L (1%) 
Reduced:13% 
White (96%)  
































AA (52%) Free: 35% 
HS/L (6%) 
Reduced: 14% 
White (38%)  
































AA (62%) Free: 61% 
HS/L (18%) 
Reduced:14% 
White (16%)  
































AA (82%) Free: 71% 
HS/L (4%) 
Reduced:12% 
White (12%)  































AA (78%) Free: 61% 
HS/L (9%) 
Reduced:16% 
White (10%)  































AA (21%) Free: 31% 
HS/L (19%) 
Reduced:13% 
White (48%)  
Other (11%)  
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White (60%)  































AA (93%) Free: 83% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 8% 
White (1%)  




































White (0%)  































AA (93%) Free: 89% 
HS/L (1%) Reduced: 5% 
White (3%)  






































AA (92%) Free: 93% 
HS/L (6%) Reduced: 4% 
White (0%)  
































AA (91%) Free: 85% 
HS/L (7%) Reduced: 8% 
White (1%)  






























AA (91%) Free: 94% 
HS/L (4%) Reduced: 5% 
White (1%)  
Other (4%)  
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AA (57%) Free: 92% 
HS/L (37%) Reduced: 5% 
White (2%)  
Other (4%)  
  
 
*Rankings based on four years of test data from the New York State Education Dept. 
